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Introduction to our brand

www.fgmcompliance.com

Expertise: Focused on tax and compliance, FGMCompl iance

boasts a team of seasoned professionals with deep

industry knowledge.

Innovation: We blend diligence with innovation,

employing cutting-edge technology to streamline

processes and enhance efficiency.

Comprehensive Services: Our suite of services covers

tax planning, regulatory compliance assessments, risk

management, and more, tailored to meet the diverse

needs of our clients.

Client-Centric Approach: We prioritize building

long-term relationships based on trust, integrity,

and mutual respect, ensuring personalized

attention and support.

Confidence in Compliance: With FGMCompl iance as your

partner, navigate the complexities of tax and

regulatory compliance with confidence and peace of

mind. Thank you for considering FGMCompliance as your

partner in navigating the intricate world of tax and

compliance. We look forward to the opportunity to serve

you and help you achieve your goals with confidence.
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Meet Our Expert Founders..

Meet  Ms. CA Falaknaaz Munshi, the visionary founder of

FGMCompliance. With a wealth of experience as a Chartered

Accountant, Falaknaaz alongwith her husband Mr. Moin Munshi has

built FGMCom pliance into a trusted name in the realm of tax and

compliance services. Her commitment to excellence, coupled with a

passion for innovation, has positioned FGMCompliance as a leader in

the industry. Under Falaknaaz's guidance, the firm thrives on

delivering tailored solutions with integrity and precision,

empowering clients to navigate regulatory complexities with

confidence.

 - CA Falaknaaz Munshi  (A.C.A., M.COM, D.I.S.A) 

 - Moin Munshi  (M.COM, M.B.A -Finance) 
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Our Services..

INDIA Services

USA Services
Company, LLPs, Partnership,

Sole Proprietorship

incorporation

GST, DGFT (For

Import/Export)

registration

Monthly/Quarterly/Annual GST, TDS/TCS,

Professional Tax Compliance

TDS Compliance for buying immovable

property

GST ITC return in case of Export oriented

undertakings 

IT Return filing for salaried and business

individuals/Companies/LLPs/Firms

US Accounting and Book keeping

services

US Sales Tax Return filing

Payroll services

Filing of Tax returns including

C Corporation (Form 1120), S

Corporation (Form 1120 S),

Partnership (Form 1065) and

Individual (Form 1040)



FGMCompliance's expertise was invaluable. Highly

recommended!Working with FGMCompliance was a game-changer for

our organization. Their expertise and guidance in navigating

the complex landscape of compliance regulations related to FGM

were invaluable.

- Shaina David
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Client Testimonials..

FGMCompliance exceeded our expectations in every aspect. Their

team demonstrated a deep understanding of FGM laws and

regulations, providing tailored solutions that perfectly fit

our needs.
-Tom Hardley

We are extremely grateful for the support and guidance we

received from FGMCompliance

-Gary Kristen

FGMCompliance has been instrumental in helping us navigate the

ever-changing landscape of compliance regulations. Their depth

of knowledge, coupled with their personalized approach, made

the entire process smooth and hassle-free. 

-Samuel



Connect With Us..

CONTACT US:

+91 - 9779933543, +91 - 8812547823

+91 - 8812547823

fgmunshicomp88@gmail.com

22-3-B, Opposite Community Hall, New
Era Complex, Ahmedabad - 380009.
Gujarat - India
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